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James D

on
02/10/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Searched for this handgun and found this around $150 less aroundthe time. It was fast shipping and very easy on the sale. This gun is fun in 40cal, but since it has such a short barrel. It is very snappy. You will need some grip tape talon grips to manage it. If you want a great reliable gun that is a challenge. You will like it....oh and it's not a rotary barrel but a tilt barrel.... 











Richard G

on
04/15/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Small but potent firearm.
This shot flawlessly right out of the box with 180 gr hardball. It's heavy a enough that the 40 S&W recoil is not unduly punishing.
The trigger guard is a bit oversize which makes finding a holster a little complicated.
For my size hand, it's much superior to the Kahr P40 I previously bought from Buds.
Once I get more rounds through it and I find an IWB holster, I'll be glad to carry this firearm. 











David C

on
05/27/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol has run 100% reliable for me after 500 rounds. It is surprisingly accurate given the short barrel. It's a bit snappy, but that's what one should expect, but it's not bad at all. What this pistol has going for it is that it has a fun factor with it that other pistols just don't have. This pistol puts a smile on my face. The Snap Grip magazine has worked well. It provides for a 3 finger grip when extended, 2 finger is retracted. 











Melton C

on
09/24/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have been shooting pistols of different calibers all my life. I would have to say that this Beretta 40 cal sub compact is the best I have every owned or shot hands down. It is a little heavy, but hey it is a Beretta and a 40 cal. I would recommend this gun and Buds Gun Shop for their services. 











Jon H

on
12/30/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm 6' 6" and 320 lbs with some very large hands. This model fits well. I put on the largest of adjustable grips, but it was still good as shipped. Easy to field strip. Not a bad looking weapon at all. Very happy with purchase. Bud's shipped it over holidays. Ordered on 24th of Dec 2015, arrived at FFL 2500 miles away on Tuesday 28th. Amazing. First experience here and not going yo be the last. Had to call about a question I had and very professional young lady helped me out. Thanks, Bud's! 











Richard P

on
02/17/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great firing weapon. Have a full size PX4 so I can use magazines from in the sub-compact also. 











Phil W

on
12/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Pistol came in perfect condition, I paid for it on 12/22 and it was in my hands on 12/26, very impressive with all the holiday shopping craziness. The Beretta is a solid weapon, a bit wider than its competition but I like the extra size and the hammer. 10+1 of Spear Gold Dot 180 grain JHP in the back next to me, I trust this pistol to defend my life and highly recommend 











Laterras W

on
09/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just purchased this baby. My first concealed handgun. Beretta achieved producing a subcompact that's concealable yet intimidating to a threat. I absolutely love the craftsmanship. I bought the .40cal version. Recoil isn't bad. Comes with two clips. I have nothing but positive things to say about this piece. Little too bulky for my wife to conceal and carry, but perfect for a gentleman such as myself. Bud's had the best price around. Glad I found out Bud's. 











Joey H

on
05/28/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this gun! Put over 100 rounds thru it Memorial Day weekend and it was perfect! Bud's was awesome to deal with, as always. 











Johnny A

on
04/04/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought it for a concealed carry weapon and it's quite usable for that purpose. It is, however, a bit thicker than I anticipated so some might not like it for that reason. I'm a bulky person so it tends to look bulky under my clothing. Once I got accustomed to the extra weight involved when taking a step, I've found it works great in an ankle holster. Once aspect to consider is that because of its overall size and the fact that it's a .40 cal, it feels like a small cannon going off in my hand. Part of my hand hangs below the bottom of the hand grip so I have to kind of tuck my pinkie finger in under the magazine for extra support but that works pretty well. All in all I'm very pleased with it. Just like all my other firearms, I hope I never have to use it for self defense but if I do, I know it'll get the job done. 











Whalmy C

on
10/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked this for a conceal carry pistol. This pistol is a little bulky but it fits perfectly in your hands. If you order extra mags get the snap grip mags, well worth it for a few bucks more. Took it out to the range and fired about a hundred rounds of some Remington FMJ just to see how it felt and performed (Ammo is way too expensive, thanks Obama). Recoil was not bad at all, very manageable for a sub-compact pistol, and dead on at 15 yards. Cleaning is a breeze as it is very simple. Both fit and finish are top Beretta quality, and this barrel is heavy. Great little pistol, would recommend to anyone. 











Vincent Y

on
07/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beretta quality shows here. Compact pistol but a good punch w/ 11 rounds of S&W 40. Feels good in hand. Not a pocket pistol but is easily concealable. Shoots well and accurate. The only draw back for me is the DA/SA action...I prefer DAO. 











Andrew G

on
03/26/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great concealed-carry gun. It arrived at my local FFL within 3 days, another outstanding experience with Bud's. The gun was hard to find in stock, even at Bud's, but it was worth waiting for. A local dealer is selling it for $100 more and still can't keep it in stock. The gun itself looks, feels, and works great. The interchangeable backstrap was easy to swap out. One of the magazines included was the model with the fold-down curve at the bottom front edge. It makes the two fingers I can get on the grip feel a little more stable. It also gives a better grip when drawing the pistol from an IWB hloster. Overall - I would highly recommend this gun. 











Ray P

on
12/23/2012




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










very dissatisified with this pistol. shoots 6" low right out of the box, with no way to adjust elevation. mechanically it seems sound, but i reckon i have to buy aftermarket sights just to get it on paper. lesson learned about buying through the mail. 











Tim B

on
12/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Gun came in perfect as expected. i think for new "online" purchasers details about costs could be more clear. for instance, i purchased 2 guns and the FFL fee that your hometown dealer gives you is "per" gun not for total purchase. also that you will be charged a backgroudn check fee. if you live in the central florida area and you have your guns delivered to Pompano Pats, please be aware that the transfer fee is $45 per gun along with a $5 background check fee. so in my case was not expecting to get hit with a $95 charge for 2 guns. i guess my own fault for not asking but again this should be posted somewhere because its not common knowledge for a first time "online" buyer. 











Harrison D

on
11/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first purchase through Buds and doubt I will ever buy a handgun by any other means. The price was well below what I found at local and distant gun shops and the delivery was top notch. Buds was recommended to me by a friend who is part owner in a gun shop so that also tells you something about how Buds treats ther customers and Bud's in general. The payment options were nice to have and the "cash" payment option ended up saving me additional money from their already low prices. Now about the Beretta Px4 Storm Sub-compact. I have a fairly large hand and find it dfficult to have a compact or sub-compact gun feel right when I get ready to fire. With the flip out extention of the magazine that came with the gun I was able to have the gun fit much nicer in my hand. I also bought a couple of extra larger mags and the fill in spacers which added about 4 more rounds to the gun. That also made it feel more like a standard sized grip and a lot more comfortable in my hand. First day out I put about 100 rounds through the gun and had zero problems or issues. The 3 shot groups could pretty much be covered by a silver dollar at 20 feet or so and the only bad groupings were caused by me. For a sub-compact it does seem a bit heavy but after carrying it on my hip for a while you didn't even know it was there. All in all it's exactly what I was looking for in a concealed carry handgun and I would highly recommend not only the gun but Bud's as well. Very happy camper. 











Jerry P

on
10/12/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent self defense pistol. My first time shooting from 25 yards was tough hitting the target, but this wasn't intended for that distance anyway. Hopefully I will improve with more practice. And what can be said about this price, anywhere else you're paying up to $100 more. Even without the cash discount and the FFL fee added it still is a great deal. 











David T

on
09/15/2012




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










First let me say that Bud's service, pricing and shipping are first rate. The gun is beautiful in a bulldog kind of way. The fit and finish are fantastic and this gun fits my hand like a glove. I bought this gun for a CCW and will hopefully be able to do that in the future. The problem I've had with the gun is several FTF. The round partially feeds, but seems to get caught up on the feed ramp so the slide can't fully close. This has happened with Hornady Critical Defense, Speer Lawman, and Winchester FMJ white box rounds and at a rate of 2 per hundred rounds. Needless to say this weapon is not reliable and can't be carried. I have contacted Beretta and will be sending it to one of their service centers to be repaired/replaced. I will write a follow up when it comes back from Beretta. 











Ryan B

on
06/29/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Was very happy with my purchase of the PX4 sub-compact .40... It arrived on time and was new in box like described.. If only academy didn't keep beating buds prices on my last 2 purchases I would deffinetly keep buying from buds, I dnt mind waiting a few days to get a better deal! 











Phil W

on
06/20/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my PX4 Storm Sub 40 in perfect condition. Gun was paid for on Monday, shipped within hours and picked up at FFL today. I also own the 9mm version of this weapon and they are sweet as can be. Little chunky but fills the hand nicely compared to many other sub compacts on the market. You cannot go wrong with this piece and buying from Buds saved me about $110 over the local gun shops. 











Gregory C

on
06/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Instantly the best gun I've ever owned or shot. Everyone that shoots it says the same thing....WOW Very little kick and solidly built. I added a mag extension and it fits big hands perfectly with the benefit of 4 more rounds. (part EU00036 ) It is 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch thicker than most sub compacts but that doesn't bother me at 6 foot 5 and 260lbs It also has a great look and finish. The gun aims very naturally and hits where aimed. I do wish you could add night sights on your own without a gunsmith however but it's because of the trigger assembly and its function. Read up on it or rent one to shoot. If you buy it you'll love it. 











Joseph W

on
06/10/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wow just love this gun shoots straight its got a nice pop to it recoil is not bad for a subcompact. This is my second gun I've bought from buds and already have 2 more on the way love the 90 day layaway plan. Anyways all in all very awesome gun for conceal carry and for home defense. What are you waiting for? Buy it....NOW!! 











Clifford S

on
04/11/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am in love! What a great pistol! Very accurate and the trigger pull is great in both the double action and single action. My carry pistol for sure! 











Ben H

on
03/11/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun, looks great, feels great and performs even better. I like the safety of this gun, great for carrying. Without the hammer back it has a long trigger pull so it gives my some extra security when it is on my side. It shoots like a full size but it is small, the duck-tale on the mag is ideal for bigger hands. This gun is not internally set up like the PX4 compact or full size, it has a tilt barrel rather than the rotary barrel. I shot 100 rounds through it so far at it has functioned flawlessly. This 40 is really fun to shoot and looks bad ass!! I already am confident in this weapon but I will shoot another 400 rounds through it and trust it with my life.... Bud's gun's was easy to use and even though they said they were backed up more than a week I received it in 6 days. I will definitely use buds again!! 











Sam K

on
03/02/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










as soo as i have opened up the box and put the first round through this gun i was instantly impressed. the recoil is next to nothing and it is another heavy made gun from beretta, so you know that it will take anything youy throw at it. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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